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PREFACE

The release of this Token Paper comes after the announcement of the Pylon team regarding the updated 

tokenomics of Pylon Network (see here). This is the second version of the token paper and it replaces the 

previous version, published in December 2018.

The purpose of this Token Paper is to lay out the basic operational pillars of Pylon Network, which combi-

ned with the Pylon team’s motivation, will be the enabling factor to achieve the full development of Pylon 

Network’s ecosystem, integrating the operational characteristics and relationships of Pylon Token 

(PYLNT) and Pyloncoin (PYLNC).

We see cooperation among all energy stakeholders as a fundamental ingredient of the energy transition 

and Pylon Network is exactly this: a common, open and transparent framework of cooperation in a digiti-

zed energy sector.

Now is the time to disrupt the energy market by pushing it through the processes of digitalization and the 

energy transition. Our bet in terms of impact is on collective self-consumption: the first step for enabling 

access to p2p energy models for 100% of the market, through the collectivization of renewable generation 

and consumption.

Now is the time to act.

Respectfully,

Pylon Network Team

#AlwaysOn

The present TokenPaper has not been subject to verification or registration in the official records of the National Securities Market 

Commission ("CNMV"). The ICO of PylonNetwork is exempt from the obligation to publish the information leaflet in accordance with the 

provisions of letter e) of section 2 of Article 35 of Royal Legislative Decree 4/2015, of October 23, which approves the Consolidated text 

of the Securities Market Law (hereinafter the "Securities Market Law").

Investors are warned that the functionalities of the future PYLON platform described in this TokenPaper are subject to change depen-

ding on whether there are technical limitations, legal, regulatory or product strategy changes during its development.

pylon-network.org
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

Pylon Network has developed a blockchain that is fast, secure, scalable and has minimal energy require-

ments—designed to be the digital communication platform in the energy sector, simplifying communi-

cation processes between all its actors. This platform will enable increased participation of distributed 

assets in the energy markets in order to transmit data efficiently, track and certify the source of energy, 

and enhance customer engagement, including the provision of new Digital Energy Services (also referred 

to as DES).

Pylon Network’s vision is to digitalize the energy sector to make it simple for the end consumers. We have 

learnt that the only way to achieve this critical milestone for the energy transition is to start doing things 

completely different. 

We hear so many times that we need to educate the end consumer; however, from our point of view, the 

process is the opposite: we need to help the companies understand the end consumers and their needs. 

 

Aligned with this approach, Pylon Network’s mission is to make the energy sector engaging and transpa-

rent, enabling any energy player to offer personalized digital services with minimal interactions for 

consumers and energy businesses alike. 

Our strategy is  shaped by the three (3) insights that we have validated from our  implementation efforts 

and interactions with energy stakeholders.

 

 1. We are standing in front of a blue ocean for innovative tools, services and platforms that   

 address (the real needs of) the end consumer.

 2. The market is the only deciding factor for the ability of a business model to offer value - not the  

 investors. And for the long-run, this is for the benefit of the investors, too. This is a realization that  

 we have fully adopted and that guides us in our decision-making. 

 

 3. The tech is not the most important element for the successful implementation of the project. It  

 is important for its scalability potential but it does not guarantee (on its own) the traction and   

 market fit of the business. In other words, customers don't buy the technology but the product..

We are a young and ambitious team that will change the way the energy market is perceived by end 

consumers.

 

https://pylon-network.org/
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 1. PYLON NETWORK

We find ourselves in the era of a revolution in the energy sector, which is characterized by a more direct 

participation of end consumers, who become the protagonists of the energy transition. 

The protagonism of consumers and the transformation of energy markets to a consumer-centered 

model is recognized by all stakeholders as a catalyst for the success of the energy transition.

However, the energy sector is failing to attract and engage the end consumer due to its complexity & 

opaqueness.  In order to “seduce” the end consumers, the energy sector needs to be educated and 

adapt to their needs: simple, transparent interactions that help consumers participate in the energy 

markets and take beneficial decisions for their pockets, the environment and society.

Pylon Network has developed a neutral database based on blockchain technology where data such 

as consumption, production, billing, sharing consent, or contracts of energy market users are stored 

and allows them to decide who they want to share with  - hence, actively participating in the market.

Figure 1: Pylon Network: a neutral energy data facilitator for the provision of added-value services to end 

consumers or other stakeholders.
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With Pylon Network the achieved level of data neutrality enables a new level of innovation and com-

petition capacity in the – continuously digitized - energy markets. Now is the consumer/producer/pro-

sumer himself/herself who, with an easy tool, decides what to do with their personal energy-related data, 

being able to choose which third-party (retailer or Energy Service Company - ESCO) can access it. By 

doing so, they can receive personalized digital services, helping the final consumers make decisions 

about their energy, without the need to be an energy expert, pushing through the digitalization of the 

energy sector and its shift to an energy-as-a-service model.

 1.1. Pylon team’s vision and mission

Our vision for Pylon Network is to become the benchmark of the energy sector when it comes to digital 

energy platforms, built on the pillars of data accessibility, data neutrality and security.

Our mission is to make self-consumption accessible to 100% of the market, through the empowerment 

of the end consumer. This will only be possible with digital tools and services capable of offering added 

value to the sector.

1.2. Creation of a service-oriented ecosystem around the end consumer

The data sharing architecture (Figure 1) in Pylon Network, not only empowers the end user (consumer-

s/prosumers) by helping them save money & energy, but also empowers the retailers companies and 

ESCOs, who can offer more targeted, informed and personalized services (e.g. electricity contract) based 

on high quality, granular consumer data.

The value of Pylon Network will be epitomised by Pylon Token (PYLNT) and Pyloncoin (PYLNC). PYLNT will 

serve as ownership of the blockchain infrastructure (i.e. Federated Nodes), responsible for its security and 

decentralization, whereas PYLNC becomes the true utility representing the value of user energy data 

stored on the Pylon blockchain (hereby referred to as Pylon Neutral Data Hub or Pylon NDH).

Pylon Network has incorporated PylonData, which is the first company to develop services on top of Pylon 

NDH and validate new use cases for the energy sector (starting in Q1 of 2021). We have identified the 

space of Collective Self-Consumption (CSC) as the main use case of Pylon Blockchain technology, where 

the improvement of the interoperability among multiple market participants or energy stakeholders is 

mandatory. 

In order to achieve this, it is essential to have the ability of accessing consumer data and utilizing them 

to develop digital tools that offer value to the end customer. 

The first problem of the energy markets across Europe is the accessibility to consumers’ energy data and 

the ability to share them among energy actors in a simple, easy and completely transparent way.

https://pylondata.com/
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Figure 2:  Overview of Pylon Network's DES ecosystem & Pylon’s NDH infrastructure.

"The main handicap is accessibility to data, but the added-value comes from the way we utilize them"

PylonData is offering solutions that achieve the desired interoperability, while uniquely combining trans-

parency and - most of all - simplicity for all actors of the energy sector.

This company is currently focused on the Collective Self-Consumption (CSC) use case in Spain and is set 

to expand into other countries in Europe, in the coming years. 

PylonData will act as a Pilot for other energy players to ultimately start building DES using Pylon NDH, as 

depicted in Figure 2 .

1.3. The Open-Source Blockchain Code of Pylon Network

Pylon Network is developing a unique blockchain code, designed specifically for the needs of the energy 

sector.

We offer Pylon Network's blockchain technology with an Open-Source (OS) license in accordance to our 

vision: creating a consumer-centered, digital ecosystem of solutions and innovative use cases, helping 

the consumers make decisions about their energy. These services will be developed on top of the Neutral 

Energy Data Hub, open to any stakeholder of the energy market or development community.  

We developed our technology with the main objective of accelerating the energy transition and not 

leaving anyone behind in the fast-evolving era of decentralization, fuelled by the  digitalization process 

to engage the customer, resulting to their empowerment via transparent cooperation in the energy 

sector.

The following sections go through some of the innovative characteristics of Pylon Network, which make it 

more than a common platform for digital energy services - and more like an ecosystem of value crea-

tion for the energy sector.

1.3.1. Technical specifications

DIGITAL SERVICE

FEDERATED NODES

NEUTRAL ENERGY DATA HUB
Digital Energy Services (DES)

DATA
DATA

PERMISSION
Consumers
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1.3. The Open-Source Blockchain Code of Pylon Network

Pylon Network is developing a unique blockchain code, designed specifically for the needs of the energy 

sector.

We offer Pylon Network's blockchain technology with an Open-Source (OS) license in accordance to our 

vision: creating a consumer-centered, digital ecosystem of solutions and innovative use cases, helping 

the consumers make decisions about their energy. These services will be developed on top of the Neutral 

Energy Data Hub, open to any stakeholder of the energy market or development community.  

We developed our technology with the main objective of accelerating the energy transition and not 

leaving anyone behind in the fast-evolving era of decentralization, fuelled by the  digitalization process 

to engage the customer, resulting to their empowerment via transparent cooperation in the energy 

sector.

The following sections go through some of the innovative characteristics of Pylon Network, which make it 

more than a common platform for digital energy services - and more like an ecosystem of value crea-

tion for the energy sector.

1.3.1. Technical specifications

High rate of transactions per second, designed for the energy sector and all its 
actors.

With federated nodes, we promote PoC cooperation against the PoW competition to 
improve energy efficiency and minimize hardware costs.

Consumption of 500 tx/Wh (i.e. 0.002 Wh/tx).

Designed to comply with data privacy regulations.

Anyone can use it and its users are encouraged to voluntarily improve its design.
This is a strategy to create a scalable, effective common framework for cooperation 
in the energy sector. At the same time, open-source software takes out the risk of 
technology "lock-in" - a high risk factor on new, untested technologies, like block-
chain. A copy of the code can be found on Github, here.

It allows the interaction between the actors of the energy market while maintaining 
privacy.

Multiple nodes can be added, increasing the number of users supported by the 
system. (currently supports 30M users).

DescriptionSpecification

1000 tx/s

Non-competitive
Mining

Low energy consumption

GDPR Aligned

Open Source

Permission
management

Scalable

High transaction rate Federated Nodes Minimum energy cost

Open SourceAligned with GDPRNon competitive mining

https://github.com/klenergy/pyloncoin
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1.3.2. Green Mining - A non-competitive mining environment

One of the characteristics of Blockchain is decentralization. There are no central servers or entities 

responsible for storing the data and any computer that connects to the network can verify and 

process transactions. At the same time, all these connected computers carry a copy of the history of 

all transactions that have taken place in the network. These two points, mean that for its operation it 

requires the support from its users - hence its decentralized nature.

The concept of Mining in decentralized data ledgers is that if someone wants to collaborate with the 

network, they must offer something back - if the collaboration is effective, they will get a reward. In other 

words, users (nodes) are rewarded to support the network and help it maintain its transparency by verif-

ying transactions and creating new blocks. However, to collaborate, they must comply with pre-establi-

shed rules, which may differ depending on the type of blockchain and the utility that each network aims 

to incentivize. 

We have defined a set of consensus rules easily verifiable by the nodes that are not as intensive in 

energy consumption as Proof of Work - PoW. We refer to it as Proof of Cooperation - PoC.

The use of PoC allows us to eliminate the competitive nature of the miners and reduce the hardware 

cost (both upfront and maintenance). 

In Pylon Network, the participants in the network (the nodes that validate blocks and carry a copy of all 

transactions) are the so-called Federated Nodes (FN); the FN receive their reward in Pyloncoins 

$PYLNC – the native coin in Pylon Network. Anyone can become a FN in Pylon Network by staking Pylon 

Token $PYLNT – representing the (asset) ownership of the FN.

The following chapters explain these three central elements of Pylon Network: (i) Pylon Token - PYLNT; (ii) 

Pyloncoin - PYLNC; and (iii) the Federated Nodes - FN.

1.4. The Pylon Token - $PYLNT

The Pylon Token - PYLNT is a digital asset that represents the participation in the Pylon Network platform 

and with it come the rights associated with the distributed rewards in PYLNC.

Accordingly, the PYLNT offers a two-way benefit in relation to the utility of PYLNC within the platform and 

its infrastructure (i.e. the federated nodes).

Firstly, token holders that wish to stake their tokens and become a federated node (see “Tokenomics” 

section) will receive their proportional share of rewards in the native utility coin of Pylon Network, Pylon-

coin ($PYLNC).

Secondly, token holders that do not wish to participate in staking will benefit from the decreased supply 

of tokens and will still receive benefits in PYLNC (although smaller than federated nodes - see later 

section).

More information about the PYLNC distribution processes is provided is provided in Chapter 2.

1.5. The Pyloncoin - $PYLNC

Pyloncoin - PYLNC is a digital coin that is created to reward the work of the Federated Nodes (FN) for 

validating and maintaining the information stored in the chain of blocks.  

Since Pylon’s blockchain NDH (Neutral Energy Data Hub) is open source, any provider (of digital energy 

services) will be able to connect their service to Pylon’s blockchain via an API. Their services will utilize the 

Pylon NDH as a source of energy-related data (electricity consumption or production, data sharing 

consents, electricity bills contracts etc.) 

With Pylon blockchain technology, this means that consumers’ data remain at their control and that 

consumers are the only ones who can authorize other parties from the network (e.g. businesses, digital 

service providers) to access their data for their purposes (i.e. to offer a digital service with added value, 

back to the consumers).

In this form (and within what essentially becomes a consumer-centered energy data marketplace), 

PYLNC will be reflecting the value of the energy data and trace / allocate their utility / value by the parti-

cipating stakeholders. Note that Pyloncoin can only be mined on the Pylon blockchain.

Any entity that would like to interact with the Pylon blockchain will need to pay PYLNC as a transaction 

fee (i.e. gas) once the full ecosystem is live. An entity will either need to own or stake PYLNT, to receive 

PYLNC or buy them from the open market via exchanges.

The fee in PYLNC is paid per kbyte of data transacted with the blockchain and will be variable (with a 

maximum and a minimum). The maximum and minimum is automatically regulated according to the 

number/size of transactions of the main pool. The exact fee structure will be determined (via tests and 

validations) during the transition period of Pylon Network.

1.6. The Federated Nodes

The federated nodes are responsible for synchronizing and storing all the information on the blockchain 

- block headers and energy data of the users. At the same time, they are responsible for maintaining the 

platform, certifying and validating all operations/transactions and new blocks. These nodes will be Pylon 

Token holders that have staked the necessary amount of PYLNT (see Chapter 2). 

Any stakeholder that wishes to explore, validate or offer services on our blockchain platform (NDH), such 

as Software / Hardware companies, Retailers, Energy Cooperatives, ESCOs, Distributors etc, is incentivized 

to own a node, since the Federated Nodes (FN) of Pylon Network receive 80% of the mining reward in 

PYLNC, distributed equally among them (see latter sections).

1.6.1. The Federated Nodes: Setting Up, Connecting & Discontinuing a Node

The process for setting up a Pylon Network node will be the following: 

 · The user sends the required amount of PYLNT to a Pylon address, a signed text with an address  

 and the address with which he/she signs.

 · A script will “listen” to the received tx at the Pylon address, it will check the signature and send it  

 to the Pylon team.

 · In the script, a certificate is generated and encrypted, which is then used to mount the node.

There will be two types of users who will set up federated nodes, depending on their technical flair and 

amount of time they wish to allocate for doing so. On one hand, there will be the i) normal user, who does 

not wish to bother with the procedure, as well as the hardware requirements of the nodes, and on the 

other hand, there will be the ii) pro user, who will require a higher technical skill and probably some expe-

rience with setting up nodes before. 

The difference between the two user types is explained below:

Normal User: From PylonNetwork, we will enable an easy system for the end user to make a deposit of 

tokens (staking) and the PylonNetwork team will carry out the set up and maintenance of the node - free 

of any charge. This user will have a key, which if he/she imports it to the official Pylon Network Wallet, 

he/she will be able to view the balance of coins. It will also be possible to know the status of their node(s) 

via the blockchain explorer.

Pro User: An image will be downloaded and installed on a server. This image will already have the PYLNC 

address integrated, where the mining reward will be received. To start the node you will have to insert the 

KEY and go through the certification process.

Regarding the discontinuation of a node, this can happen due to voluntary withdrawal or due to mali-

cious actions against the consensus (forced withdrawal).

In the first case (voluntary node discontinuation), the process will be the following: 

 · The user requests the withdrawal of their funds (staked PYLNT) via a Tx.

 · The smart contract checks and validates the signature and address.

 · At that point the node is unmounted and the certificate is removed from the network. This will be  

 done from a Pylon node which is controlled by a network admin. 

 · The smart contract sends the tokens back to the same address, as indicated during the node  

 setup process.
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$PYLNC – the native coin in Pylon Network. Anyone can become a FN in Pylon Network by staking Pylon 

Token $PYLNT – representing the (asset) ownership of the FN.

The following chapters explain these three central elements of Pylon Network: (i) Pylon Token - PYLNT; (ii) 

Pyloncoin - PYLNC; and (iii) the Federated Nodes - FN.

1.4. The Pylon Token - $PYLNT

The Pylon Token - PYLNT is a digital asset that represents the participation in the Pylon Network platform 

and with it come the rights associated with the distributed rewards in PYLNC.

Accordingly, the PYLNT offers a two-way benefit in relation to the utility of PYLNC within the platform and 

its infrastructure (i.e. the federated nodes).

Firstly, token holders that wish to stake their tokens and become a federated node (see “Tokenomics” 

section) will receive their proportional share of rewards in the native utility coin of Pylon Network, Pylon-

coin ($PYLNC).

Secondly, token holders that do not wish to participate in staking will benefit from the decreased supply 

of tokens and will still receive benefits in PYLNC (although smaller than federated nodes - see later 

section).

More information about the PYLNC distribution processes is provided is provided in Chapter 2.

1.5. The Pyloncoin - $PYLNC

Pyloncoin - PYLNC is a digital coin that is created to reward the work of the Federated Nodes (FN) for 

validating and maintaining the information stored in the chain of blocks.  

Since Pylon’s blockchain NDH (Neutral Energy Data Hub) is open source, any provider (of digital energy 

services) will be able to connect their service to Pylon’s blockchain via an API. Their services will utilize the 

Pylon NDH as a source of energy-related data (electricity consumption or production, data sharing 

consents, electricity bills contracts etc.) 

With Pylon blockchain technology, this means that consumers’ data remain at their control and that 

consumers are the only ones who can authorize other parties from the network (e.g. businesses, digital 

service providers) to access their data for their purposes (i.e. to offer a digital service with added value, 

back to the consumers).

In this form (and within what essentially becomes a consumer-centered energy data marketplace), 

PYLNC will be reflecting the value of the energy data and trace / allocate their utility / value by the parti-

cipating stakeholders. Note that Pyloncoin can only be mined on the Pylon blockchain.

Any entity that would like to interact with the Pylon blockchain will need to pay PYLNC as a transaction 

fee (i.e. gas) once the full ecosystem is live. An entity will either need to own or stake PYLNT, to receive 

PYLNC or buy them from the open market via exchanges.

The fee in PYLNC is paid per kbyte of data transacted with the blockchain and will be variable (with a 

maximum and a minimum). The maximum and minimum is automatically regulated according to the 

number/size of transactions of the main pool. The exact fee structure will be determined (via tests and 

validations) during the transition period of Pylon Network.

1.6. The Federated Nodes

The federated nodes are responsible for synchronizing and storing all the information on the blockchain 

- block headers and energy data of the users. At the same time, they are responsible for maintaining the 

platform, certifying and validating all operations/transactions and new blocks. These nodes will be Pylon 

Token holders that have staked the necessary amount of PYLNT (see Chapter 2). 

Any stakeholder that wishes to explore, validate or offer services on our blockchain platform (NDH), such 

as Software / Hardware companies, Retailers, Energy Cooperatives, ESCOs, Distributors etc, is incentivized 

to own a node, since the Federated Nodes (FN) of Pylon Network receive 80% of the mining reward in 

PYLNC, distributed equally among them (see latter sections).

1.6.1. The Federated Nodes: Setting Up, Connecting & Discontinuing a Node

The process for setting up a Pylon Network node will be the following: 

 · The user sends the required amount of PYLNT to a Pylon address, a signed text with an address  

 and the address with which he/she signs.

 · A script will “listen” to the received tx at the Pylon address, it will check the signature and send it  

 to the Pylon team.

 · In the script, a certificate is generated and encrypted, which is then used to mount the node.

There will be two types of users who will set up federated nodes, depending on their technical flair and 

amount of time they wish to allocate for doing so. On one hand, there will be the i) normal user, who does 

not wish to bother with the procedure, as well as the hardware requirements of the nodes, and on the 

other hand, there will be the ii) pro user, who will require a higher technical skill and probably some expe-

rience with setting up nodes before. 

The difference between the two user types is explained below:

Normal User: From PylonNetwork, we will enable an easy system for the end user to make a deposit of 

tokens (staking) and the PylonNetwork team will carry out the set up and maintenance of the node - free 

of any charge. This user will have a key, which if he/she imports it to the official Pylon Network Wallet, 

he/she will be able to view the balance of coins. It will also be possible to know the status of their node(s) 

via the blockchain explorer.

Pro User: An image will be downloaded and installed on a server. This image will already have the PYLNC 

address integrated, where the mining reward will be received. To start the node you will have to insert the 

KEY and go through the certification process.

Regarding the discontinuation of a node, this can happen due to voluntary withdrawal or due to mali-

cious actions against the consensus (forced withdrawal).

In the first case (voluntary node discontinuation), the process will be the following: 

 · The user requests the withdrawal of their funds (staked PYLNT) via a Tx.

 · The smart contract checks and validates the signature and address.

 · At that point the node is unmounted and the certificate is removed from the network. This will be  

 done from a Pylon node which is controlled by a network admin. 

 · The smart contract sends the tokens back to the same address, as indicated during the node  

 setup process.
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In the second case (forced node discontinuation), the node will first receive a number of points which 

will correspond to the malicious act attempt against the consensus (e.g. double-spending attempt). If a 

node reaches 100 points it will prevent it from participating in the mining process and receiving the PYLNC 

rewards for a reasonable amount of time.

The exact parameters for the penalization of nodes will be determined during the transition period of 

Pylon Network.

1.6.2. Hardware Requirements for Federated Nodes

The minimum and recommended requirements for Pylon Network’s Federated Nodes are stated below. 

Please note that additional storage requirements might be needed in the future. 

1.7. The Official Pylon Wallets

Pylon Network offers a digital wallet for PYLNC and PYLNT holders, to create a seamless experience for 

the users of Pylon Network, supporting in that way all transactions within Pylon’s infrastructure. 

The first version of the wallet has been already released for Windows, MacOS and Ubuntu (Linux) - 

desktop versions only. The wallets can be downloaded here:

 · Pylon Wallet for Windows 

 · Pylon Wallet for MacOS

 · Pylon Wallet for Linux 

An updated version of the wallet will be released in the future (after  MainNet launch) to accommodate 

all distribution processes (of PYLNC to PYLNT-holders). Note that Federated Nodes will be integrated with 

their respective wallets.

4 CPU (1.2 GHz)

1 GB RAM

16 GB SSD or NVMe storage (extendable) 

1 USB (2.0 or 3.0)

Connectivity 100 Mbps Port or Wi-Fi 802.11bgn

Recommended Requirements*Minimum Requirements

4 CPU (900 MHz)

1 GB RAM

16 GB storage (extendable) 

1 USB port (2.0 or 3.0)

Connectivity 100 Mbps Port or Wi-Fi 802.11bgn

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oPII2fDf-m5hafGrD10eS6x5lRiovyCy 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Gk_zNv-A05BrVLcPPDewpOMkKTvq0WsE

https://drive.google.com/open?id=180op7-eus8oar-EgX1KYBmAPoZBBaA5u
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2. PYLON NETWORK MAINNET 

2.1. $PYLNT Staking for Federated Nodes 

Anyone can become a Federated Node on Pylon NDH by staking an amount of $PYLNT as a deposit. The 

staking requirement for a Federated Node will be 5,000 PYLNT. 

Once the 5,000 PYLNT are staked and the Federated Node has gone through the certification process, 

PYLNC are distributed to this node as a mining  reward (see latter sections for more info on PYLNC distri-

bution process).

Please note that the staking amount will not change in the future. 

2.1.1. Federated Nodes for Mainnet Launch (Whitelist)

All interested parties who would like to set up a Federated Node for the Mainnet launch will have the 

opportunity to whitelist themselves and receive a 30% discount on the amount of PYLNT they are required 

to stake - i.e. 3,500 PYLNT staked per node.

Please note the following:

I) Each token holder is allowed to own more than one Federated Node.

II) For setting up a node, KYC process will be required.

III) The publication of the whitelist will be communicated via all our channels and communities.

IV) The Whitelist discount benefits will only be available for nodes participating in the launch of Pylon 

Mainnet. Anyone who wants to set up a node after that will not get this discount and will be required to 

stake the full amount - i.e. 5000 PYLNT.

V) The Pylon team will have the minimal amount of nodes needed to operate as a service providing com-

pany and will be determined by the interest and participation for the Federated Nodes Whitelist.

 2.1.2. Pyloncoin Circulation Until Full Ecosystem Launch

All PYLNT holders will be eligible to earn PYLNC rewards once Mainnet is launched. They will be free to sell 

these PYLNC on exchanges. PylonData will be the first company onboarding energy communities onto 

Pylon NDH through the CSC use case.

Every Local Energy Community (LEC) that is on-boarded, will be required to pay a fee for every transac-

tion of energy data with Pylon NDH. The fee will be paid in PYLNC that will either be bought from the 

exchanges or received as a reward (in case they own a Federated Node or PYLNT). 
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The fee structure will be tested and validated during the transition period, at which point, it will be com-

municated via our communication channels.

2.2. $PYLNC Generation & Distribution

As shown in Table 1, the total amount of Pyloncoins (Total Supply) will be 100,000,000 PYLNC and will be 

distributed over the next 16 years. A 10% of the total coins will be pre-mined in the first (genesis) block - 

10,000,000 PYLNC. 

Please note that the pre-mined PYLNC (10 million) will be reserved for future on-boarding of new custo-

mers/users, for promotional actions for attracting new communities and removing entry barriers, and for 

exploring new use cases and demonstrating them in a real environment.

The premined coins will be held in one wallet with a publicly known address and any movement from that 

address will be done under fully transparent processes and communication.

From that moment onwards, a new block will be generated every 20 seconds and with every block that 

is validated (mined), a new amount of PYLNC is generated and supplied as a reward for each block.

The PYLNC distribution to federated nodes (80%) occurs on every block. The process will be governed 

by a smart contract and will be carried out via the official Pylon wallets.

The PYLNC distribution to PYLNT-holders who have not set up a federated node (20%). The process will 

also be governed by a smart contract and also take place via the official Pylon Wallet.

2.2.1.  Distribution frequency of $PYLNC

Federated Nodes receive 80% of the PYLNC rewards, automatically distributed on each block.

For the distribution of the Pyloncoins among the PYLNT-holders, there will be two options with different 

100,000,000

10,000,000

20

Pyloncoin

PYLNC

8

Total PYLNC Supply

Pre-mined PYLNC (10%)

Seconds / Block

Name

Symbol

Decimal

Table 1. Pyloncoin: Basic Information
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Table 2. Evolution of Daily Pyloncoin Reward Distribution. 

distribution frequencies and requirements: the staking option and the free option.

 · Staking option: The desired amount of PYLNT is sent to a smart contract, which reserves this   

 amount for one year. By this process of staking, PYLNC rewards are distributed every 24 hours.

 · Free option: No staking is required, holders can freely move and exchange their PYLNT. PYLNC  

 rewards are distributed annually.

 

In both cases, the distribution will be carried out automatically through a smart contract that will look at 

a certain date the amount of PylonTokens that each holder has in the addresses that are synchronized in 

relation to their PYLNT wallet.

2.3. Scheduled supply of $PYLNC 

The amount of Pyloncoins (PYLNC) mined in each block will vary throughout the next 16 years, according 

to Table 2. The same table also indicates the corresponding date (year), for each reward tier. Note that 

the determining factor in this case is the block number and not the indicated date.

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

2037

6,847.20 
                      
6,847.20 
                      
6,847.20 
                   
13,698.72 
                   
13,698.72 
                   
20,545.92 
                   
20,545.92 
                   
27,397.44 
                   
27,397.44 
                   
20,545.92 
                   
20,545.92 
                   
20,545.92 
                   
20,545.92 
                      
6,847.20 
                      
6,847.20 
                      
6,847.20 
                      
6,847.20 

5,477.76 
                      
5,477.76 
                      
5,477.76 
                   
10,958.98 
                   
10,958.98 
                   
16,436.74 
                   
16,436.74 
                   
21,917.95 
                   
21,917.95 
                   
16,436.74 
                   
16,436.74 
                   
16,436.74 
                   
16,436.74 
                      
5,477.76 
                      
5,477.76 
                      
5,477.76 
                      
5,477.76 

1,369.44 
              
1,369.44 
              
1,369.44 
              
2,739.74 
              
2,739.74 
              
4,109.18 
              
4,109.18 
              
5,479.49 
              
5,479.49 
              
4,109.18 
              
4,109.18 
              
4,109.18 
              
4,109.18 
              
1,369.44 
              
1,369.44 
              
1,369.44 
              
1,369.44 

YEAR PYLNC/day Federated Nodes 
(80%): PYLNC/day

PYLNT Holders 
(20%): PYLNC/day
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In Table 2, we assume the MainNet launch date (and hence the initiation of mining operations) of Pylon-

coin is the end of the current year (2020). Note that, as already mentioned, the year reference is indicati-

ve, and the reward stages will always and exclusively be related to the block number.

This reward variation reflects the forecast of growth of users of the platform. In the beginning, fewer coins 

are generated and as the number of users increases, the creation rate of Pyloncoins will also increase.

During the first 8 years, the reward per block will gradually increase until 60% of the total supply is genera-

ted and distributed (i.e. 60 million PYLNC), to encourage the early- and medium-term adoption from new 

users. Following this 8-year period, the rate of coin generation will change for 4 years, with a fixed reward 

per block. The same will happen during the last 4 years, - but with a lower reward - until 100% of the total 

supply is reached (i.e. 100 million PYLNC).

Figure 3. shows the cumulative rate of PYLNC rewards, distributed over the years until 100% of total supply 

is reached. Once 100% of the total supply is reached, the mining reward ceases to exist - no new PYLNC 

are generated.

If a miner does not mine, then the node is skipped, no block is made and the reward goes to the node that 

carries out the next validation. Therefore, the generation of PYLNC as a reward will be taking place until 

90M new PYLNC are generated.

Figure 4. shows the reward of PYLNC for each block, within the next 16 years (i.e. assuming all block valida-

tions take place).

Figure 3. Cumulative scheduled supply of PYLNC.

PYLNC Controlled Supply Schedule
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 40.0%
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As shown in Figure 5, the PYLNC rewards will be distributed 80/20 between Federated Nodes and Pylon 

Token holders, respectively.

Figure 4: Reward of PYLNC per block over the years.

Figure 5: Distribution of PYLNC rewards between FN and PYLNT-holders.

2021

1.59 1.59

3.17

4.76 4.76

6.34

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037

PYLNC Reward per Block

PYLNC Reward Distribution

20%

80%
Federated Nodes

PYLNT Holders
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3. MARKET STRATEGY & IMPLEMENTATION

Pylon Network’s vision is the creation of a digital ecosystem able to leverage its openness, interoperability 

and transparency in maximizing real value for the end-consumers and at the same time, in becoming a 

catalyst for the development of innovative business models. 

The team’s mission is to digitalize the energy sector and make it simple for everyone, enabling 100% of the 

market to become a “prosumer” via Collective Self-Consumption (CSC) schemes.

The recent regulations around Collective Self-Consumption (CSC) and Local Energy Communities (LEC) 

have presented us with a huge opportunity to implement this use case, starting from Spain.

3.1. The case of collective self-consumption

Collective Self-Consumption is the first step towards the holy grail of the energy transition: Local Energy 

Communities (LEC) through Peer-to-Peer (P2P) energy trading.

The idea is simple, yet so powerful: leveraging the improved economies of scale and the potential bene-

fits of such schemes see Table 3 below, a common solar energy installation is shared among consumers 

of a local community. 

The benefits from such schemes are multi-dimensional: economic, environmental and social.

 Table 3. Economic, Environmental and Social benefits of Local Energy Communities (LEC).

Higher return on investment to 
the asset owners (compared 
to individual self-consumption).
Investment in public 
infrastructure.

Reduced energy bills.

Promotion of local development.

Increased production of locally 
developed renewable energy.

Greenhouse gas emissions 
reductions.

Investment in energy efficiency, 
energy poverty/solidarity 
initiatives.

Promotion of energy democracy.

Citizen empowerment
Education and training for 
members, school children, 
and/or the broader public.

Economic Benefits Environmental Benefits Social Benefits
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3.2. Pylon Network’s journey in collective self-consumption 

Since the beginning of our project, three years ago Pylon Network’s approach in regards to its implemen-

tation has been market-driven. Pylon Network has been continuously interacting with energy sector 

stakeholders, which allows them to validate its use cases applying blockchain technology. 

Our journey began with our pilot with the energy cooperative & retailer, Goiener, in the end of 2017. With 

the objective of demonstrating the scalability and the technical characteristics of our blockchain code, 

we began a continuous direct interaction with end consumers of Goiener. 

Through this interaction, we soon understood that a number of regulatory barriers were in place, which 

indicated a rather immature sector, not ready to integrate a consumer-centric market design and 

sustain scalable solutions for them. The same would apply to the incumbent market actors, who were 

unable to truly offer value to their customers.

From these challenges that came up during the market validation efforts, the Pylon Network team was 

able to learn a lot. We acquired many lessons related to the market fit of our innovative technology in a 

traditional sector undergoing an immense transformation and based on that, we fine-tuned our 

approach. The three most important ones are stated below:

 · Learning to develop solutions with the customers and not for the customers. In fact, this is the  

 only way you can design truly innovative solutions (i.e. with utility and value to the user).

 · Do not focus on the technology, because users do not buy the tech, but the product (i.e. the   

 experience). 

 · Do not fall (too much) in love with your product, since this can become the most important    

 obstacle when it comes to evolving, pivoting when necessary and meeting the real needs of the  

 market.

Today, collective self-consumption is very profitable due to the economies of scale and the increase in 

the energy used by the producers themselves compared to the total production of the plant. However, it 

still presents technical and legal handicaps that are difficult to assess, such as sizing, consumer associa-

tion, regulatory aspects.

For example, we have identified the need for more flexibility and versatility in terms of the ownership-con-

sumption relationship of collective self-consumption installations: energy sharing should be decoupled 

from investment; perpetuity clauses for participation should be avoided; investment by the self-consu-

mers should be voluntary - all being measures that remove any barriers for participation from the consu-

mers’ perspective.

In order to remove these barriers, it is necessary to digitize and automate operations between various 

actors involved in the management of a collective self-consumption:

 · The different retailers (suppliers) of each consumer, associated with the installation

 · The asset owner(s) / investor(s) of the installation

 · The manager of the installation, who facilitates internal operations (e.g. billing) between the   

 participating consumers. This is a catalytic actor for the development of the market

By following a market-driven approach and applying the lessons we have collected, Pylon Network has 

built a strong value exchange network with partners and consumers from the Spanish energy sector that 

are innovating in the space of Collective Self-Consumption.

Over the years Pylon Network has been invited and participated in numerous events, conferences and 

round-tables (national & international) to showcase the innovative approach and services for the energy 

transition (see indicatively here, here, here & here). Furthermore, Pylon Network has organized a series of 

successful webinars on special topics of the energy sector, which can be found here and here. Finally, a 

history of all the events can be found in Pylon Network’s blog.

3.3. Use cases and real-world examples

Even though the CSC market is at its initial level, there are already some innovative projects that are 

testing the waters of this blue ocean. The following sub-sections present three projects that are imple-

mented in the real world and offer a first peak into the potential benefits and challenges faced by CSC 

projects at this stage.

· Municipality of El Prat

The Prat de Llobregat city council promotes energy efficiency and self-consumption through their Energy 

Office, to serve commerce, companies and citizens, including vulnerable families.

As part of its work to promote energy efficiency and savings, it has facilitated the citizenship online plat-

form for the analysis of electricity tariffs of PylonData, with which the citizen receives a rate and power 

optimization report automatically to their email, obtaining an average savings of 15% on their electricity 

bill.

Regarding collective self-consumption, El Prat de Llobregat is designing a pilot project of more than 1 MW 

of peak power spread in 23 municipal rooftops. In this pioneering project for Spain, five islands of 

self-consumption are created and shared between several municipal rooftops. The installations are 

designed so that electricity generation is only slightly higher than consumption in order to maximize 

self-consumption. 

The surpluses of a building are used by other buildings where there is not enough generation; In addition, 

it is proposed that the surpluses go to identified vulnerable families in the municipality. The project is 

co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
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https://pylon-network.org/blog

https://replug.link/e58fe950
https://replug.link/fe6cb060

https://replug.link/1b0144d0 https://replug.link/37ec7780

https://replug.link/5ca21c40 https://replug.link/79caf650
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· Barrio Solar 

This initiative wants to reach all the people in the neighborhood (neighbors, shops, and vulnerable fami-

lies) where the facilities will be installed, therefore a part of the energy will be allocated free of charge to 

the families in a situation of energy poverty. The condition for everyone is to be located less than 500 

meters from the facility.

What do they get in return? Each participant will receive 0.5 kWp from the installation that will offer them 

savings of up to 30% of the energy they consume. To participate, they  are only required to pay a monthly 

fee. They do not have to make any investment, they are not tied by contract, and they do not have to 

change their electricity supplier.

The installation will be 100 kWp, located on the roof of a municipal building (a sports center), and it will 

serve 200 participants - of which 20 will be families in a situation of energy poverty selected by social 

services. After 15 years, the ownership of the facility will pass to the city council.

In addition to the savings in the bill that self-consumption offers, the benefits and facilities that it intends 

to offer the Solar District are multiple:

 

 · Neighbors (consumers) will be able to choose to consume themselves in an easy way without  

 depending on decisions of the local community of neighbors, or neighbors or businesses that  

 do not own the real estate that they occupy, or even owners who do not have a roof to carry out  

 the installation. They may also benefit from the estate tax reduction that is applied in most  

 cases.

 

 · The businesses (consumers) may be differentiated with a distinctive that indicates   

 that they are renewable businesses. They will also be able to trace energy and assign it to the  

 products they generate via blockchain.

 

 · Both neighbors and businesses will pay a monthly fee lower than the energy savings de-

 manded from the network that this participation generates.

 

 · Vulnerable residents will get free energy, and they will have an energy audit of their homes. In  

 return they will work a few hours on activities aimed at improving the sustainability of the  

 neighborhood.

 

 · The installation of collective self-consumption will be the stepping stone of a community  

 work project around energy culture. To give it continuity, the Barrio Solar Office will be created, a  

 benchmark space for responsible energy and sustainability.

 

 · PylonData supports the creation of these communities through simulation using real   

 consumption data of the participants of the collective self-consumption, as well as in energy  

 advice and optimization of electricity supply points.

· Rubí Brilla

Rubí is a pioneer municipality with the Rubí Brilla project, aimed at working for the transition energy and 

ecology of the city from savings, efficiency and renewable energy.

Rubí will create 9 energy communities with the participation of neighborhood communities to participate 

in the pilot test on energy efficiency. This project consists of creating a model of public-private collabora-

tion that allows the ecological transition of the residential sector starting of economic saving as the main 

axis.

The project always revolves around economic savings, which should allow financing the actions carried 

out during future stages, so that the citizen can save from the first moment. Thus, a part of this saving will 

serve to cover the cost of the investment during the years that the financing lasts, while the same saving 

will be net for the community when the financing period ends and has returned the investment.

3.4. Limitations & challenges in collective self-consumption

In order to understand the use case of CSC, one needs to first identify the pains, barriers and inefficiencies 

of the market from various perspectives (legal, financial, technical).

3.4.1.  The roles in a collective self-consumption facility

Being a relatively new scheme, sometimes it is not clear on whom certain tasks in a collective self-con-

sumption facility. This section summarizes the main roles, although it must also be taken into account 

that the same organization can assume more than one role. Public administrations, for example, are well 

positioned to meet many of these roles, as explained later in the sub-section: "The key role of administra-

tions".

· Plant operator

Manages the plant and is in charge of maintenance to get the maximum physical performance from the 

self-consumption installation.

 

· Investor (owner) of the plant

The one who finances the collective self-consumption plant is not necessarily the consumer; this role can 

be fulfilled by a private or public entity independent of the end consumer, although it can also be the 

case that the associated consumers invest in a self-consumption installation. In the role of the investor, 

the goal is to maximize the financial performance of the plant throughout its 25-year lifetime.
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· Distributor

In charge of maintaining the distribution network (cables, transformers etc.) and facilitating the commu-

nication of consumption and production data. For the grid maintenance and operation, distributors 

charge final consumers a fixed price per kWh for the utilization of the grid. For collective self-consumption 

schemes distributors need to know how much energy was consumed from the grid and how much from 

the collective installation - for each consumer.

· Retailers 

Are in charge of issuing the invoices for each self-consumer, based on their consumption and their 

energy distribution coefficient. This role of defining the coefficient can be fulfilled by the data optimizing 

the distribution of energy based on the consumption of each of the partners or the retailer itself. The retai-

ler is the actor responsible to communicate the coefficient of their self-consumer(s) to the Distributor.

· Self-consumers

They are the ones that consume the energy themselves and obtain savings for it. The individual savings 

of each consumer will depend on the role structure configured in that collective self-consumption. Yes it 

is consumer and promoter at the same time, the savings will be greater. If you are only a consumer, the 

savings will depend on the price of self-consumed energy compared to the price of electricity consumed 

through the net.

· The key role of administrations

Municipal authorities are in an ideal position to promote collective self-consumption and enhance its 

advantages. Municipalities manage a large number of buildings whose aggregated energy consump-

tion is reflected in considerable energy bills that account for around 30% of the total expenditure of a 

municipality.

Renewable self-consumption is presented as an alternative to reduce costs in municipal buildings/offi-

ces, which have access to many roofs that can be used for building photovoltaic plants. But the role of the 

administrations goes beyond savings. Through collective self-consumption, municipalities have the 

possibility of facilitating access to renewable and affordable electricity for many local businesses and 

homes. By promoting collective self-consumption, investment and employment at the local level are also 

encouraged.

Many city councils in Spain have understood these benefits and encouraged collective self-consumption 

through tax credits, among which are mainly reductions to the Real Estate Tax (IBI) and the Tax on Cons-

tructions, Installations and Works (ICIO).
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3.4.2.  Limitations and barriers of collective self-consumption schemes

Digitization and automation of all information on consumption, production and coefficients of collective 

self-consumption facilities allow to streamline communication between the involved parties (retailers, 

distributors, consumers, producer and investor) so that the process is transparent and efficient, as well 

as more profitable.

When starting a collective project, the use of these technologies allow to streamline the technical 

process of sizing the photovoltaic plant and defining energy distribution coefficients.

Once the project is underway, data analysis technologies facilitate the calculation of savings and 

optimize the distribution according to the changing needs of each consumer, in addition to speeding up 

the adaptation to new circumstances, such as the registration or cancellation of new associates or the 

introduction of the new hourly rates that will come into effect in 2021.

With regulatory barriers being gradually removed by updates and additions on the national energy 

regulations of EU member states, regarding local energy communities and collective self-consumption 

there is an underlying problem, which is two-fold: on one hand, the availability of energy consumption 

and production data is limited, with a lot of bureaucracy involved and barriers to access it; on the other 

hand, the lack of the ability to share the data with all the aforementioned stakeholders that surround the 

operation of collective self-consumption installations, causes inefficiencies and uncertainties in the 

design, operation and financial performance of CSC schemes.

Furthermore, the described problem itself has more extensions, since the availability of data and the 

ability to share them, is the problem but at the same time is not the solution. In other words, raw data on 

itself has no real value to the end consumer. What offers value to the consumer is the user experience, 

the convenience and the simplicity of tailored services that benefit the consumer, without requiring that 

he/she is an energy expert.

3.5. The digitization of collective self-consumption & Pylon’s solution

The potential benefits of data analysis and digitization are neuralgic for collective self-consumption - 

and the energy sector as a whole.

However, as mentioned in the previous section, the process is still facing challenges. 

This is the problem that Pylon Network’s blockchain technology is addressing at its core, forming the Neu-

tral Energy Data Hub as the foundation for digital energy services that require multi-agent cooperation 

and are centered towards the consumers. 

With the energy system fast transforming into one of the most decentralised industries on the planet, 

Pylon’s blockchain technology could be seen as the missing link for other technologies, operations and .
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Pylon Network has created a series of videos, which explain the value of Pylon’s blockchain tech for CSC 

- and it can be found here.

3.6. Demos, Pilots & Commercial tools of Pylon Network

We are determined to be the yardstick of digital tools for the energy market and we always apply the 

same strategy for arriving there: learn from the market, our customers and the end consumers by deplo-

ying Minimum Viable Products (MVPs) that later are turned into commercial products. The following 

sections offer an overview of the completed milestones, which are related to the implementation strate-

gy of Pylon Network.

3.6.1 PylonData

Pylon Network has incorporated PylonData, which is building a range of DES to demonstrate the purpose 

of Pylon Blockchain technology. By solving the critical bottleneck of energy data accessibility, PylonData 

is offering added-value services that are designed to help end consumers make their own (energy) 

decisions in a simple, engaging and transparent way.

This company is currently focussed on the use case of Collective Self-Consumption (hereby referred as 

CSC) in Spain but is soon set to expand into other countries in Europe. PylonData will act as a Pilot for 

other energy players to ultimately start building DES using Pylon NDH.Within the specific use case of 

collective self-consumption, PylonData is deploying the first tool to help in dimensioning collective 

self-consumption installations - which can be found here.

practices in the energy sector to be more efficient. It is a functional tool in digital transformation, helping 

in the facilitation of energy-related data (consumption/production information, consents and contracts) 

sharing & tracking, without depending on third parties

Figure 6: Energy data flow for collective self-consumption schemes: BAU (left) versus Pylon's NDH solution (right).

https://pylondata.com/instaladores
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3.6.2. Testnet & blockchain explorer

As part of the pilot with GoiEner, the Pylon Network team developed the testnet of the blockchain code 

accompanied by the blockchain explorer dedicated to the transactions that take place on Pylon 

Network’s blockchain. 

The testnet version of Pylon’s blockchain has served as a testbed for its development and experiments 

until now.

The explorer of Pylon Network’s blockchain (testnet) can be found here.

3.6.3. Collective Self-Consumption Pilots 

After many months of work, interactions with energy stakeholders, market analysis and validation, Pylon 

Network announced the roll-out of a collective self-consumption scheme in Valencia, Spain, in October 

2019.

Few weeks after the announcement, we had the chance to ask Javier Cervera, the manager of the collec-

tive self-consumption installation, about the project, his expert opinion on the future of collective 

self-consumption and the value offered to his project by Pylon Network’s (blockchain) technology and 

team.

You can find the interview with Javier Cervera here. We have also created a 3-part video, explaining the 

CSC use case on our Youtube playlist - it can be found here.

More projects will be coming in the future, powered by a huge interest of the market on local energy com-

munities.

3.6.4. Energy Communities Portal

We will soon launch our energy community portal, which will accommodate information about the CSC 

and LEC use cases, while acting as a public dashboard for the operations of our blockchain technology 

in regards to its market implementation.

The website can be accessed here. Please note that the official launch of the page will be communicated 

via our channels in the near future. 

https://chain.pylon-network.org/

3.7. Commercialization Strategy & Roadmap

Pylon is going to take the bottom-up approach i.e. interact, learn, and adapt to achieve the long-term 

vision. We believe that the only way which will allow us to deliver value to our customers and establish the 

much-needed trust which is currently missing in the energy sector, is to explore the market and offer 

creative, disruptive solutions in one of the most conservative sectors globally.

https://youtu.be/DLAnOngpuq8

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrVxT1YtR90PKyOrm8kSq8C-d4IPr-fJe

https://pyloncommunity.com/
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3.6.2. Testnet & blockchain explorer

As part of the pilot with GoiEner, the Pylon Network team developed the testnet of the blockchain code 

accompanied by the blockchain explorer dedicated to the transactions that take place on Pylon 

Network’s blockchain. 

The testnet version of Pylon’s blockchain has served as a testbed for its development and experiments 

until now.

The explorer of Pylon Network’s blockchain (testnet) can be found here.

3.6.3. Collective Self-Consumption Pilots 

After many months of work, interactions with energy stakeholders, market analysis and validation, Pylon 

Network announced the roll-out of a collective self-consumption scheme in Valencia, Spain, in October 

2019.

Few weeks after the announcement, we had the chance to ask Javier Cervera, the manager of the collec-

tive self-consumption installation, about the project, his expert opinion on the future of collective 

self-consumption and the value offered to his project by Pylon Network’s (blockchain) technology and 

team.

You can find the interview with Javier Cervera here. We have also created a 3-part video, explaining the 

CSC use case on our Youtube playlist - it can be found here.

More projects will be coming in the future, powered by a huge interest of the market on local energy com-

munities.

3.6.4. Energy Communities Portal

We will soon launch our energy community portal, which will accommodate information about the CSC 

and LEC use cases, while acting as a public dashboard for the operations of our blockchain technology 

in regards to its market implementation.

The website can be accessed here. Please note that the official launch of the page will be communicated 

via our channels in the near future. 

The implementation of the project will be carried out in three (3) stages, leading to the long-term, full 

deployment of Pylon Network’s ecosystem, around Pylon NDH.

The following schematic provides an indicative break-down of the actions for each stage, as well as the 

implementation period for each stage. Please note that the timeframes are indicative and can therefore 

be subject to changes and adaptations in the future.

SOLUTION

Bottom-Up Approach

TIMING

MARKET CAPACITY

END CONSUMERS’ NEEDS

1. Tokenomics update.

2. Website update & re-branding.

3. PYLNT reward program launch.
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5. Federated Nodes Whitelist Release.

6. Launch of MainNet / PYLNC.
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7. PYLNC exchange listing.

8. Updated wallets.

9. Expansion of CSC pilots.

10. Expansion of services developed

     by Pylon team, built on Pylon NDH.

11. PYLON.community in operation

LONG TERM

12. Integration of Pylon NDH with Third-

party services & platforms.

13. Full implementation and utility of

PLYNC whitin a multi-stakeholder digital

ecosystem (built around Pylon NDH).

SHORT TERM

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

3.7. Commercialization Strategy & Roadmap

Pylon is going to take the bottom-up approach i.e. interact, learn, and adapt to achieve the long-term 

vision. We believe that the only way which will allow us to deliver value to our customers and establish the 

much-needed trust which is currently missing in the energy sector, is to explore the market and offer 

creative, disruptive solutions in one of the most conservative sectors globally.
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4. CLOSURE REMARKS

Our sole focus since the beginning of the project has been to build an MVP, get to market, refine the 

product-market fit, generate revenue and scale up - that is the only way to create real value for our 

investors: by offering real value to the market and the end consumers, through the validation of innovati-

ve, scalable and marketable business models in the energy sector. 

And this process is a marathon, not a sprint: in order to execute it, we need to play the long game. We 

need to maintain a long-term vision and do the right thing when it counts, for all stakeholders (investors 

and customers alike).

We are moving steadily forward, staying realistic and - as always - market driven. Our promise is that we 

will continue to do so. 

STAY UPDATED. STAY CONNECTED.

Web  ·  Twitter  ·  Medium  ·  Reddit  ·  YouTube  ·  Instagram  ·  Linkedin  ·  Facebook

Join us on Telegram and talk directly to Pylon team

Pylon Network – Official Telegram Grouphttps://t.me/pylonnetworkofficialtelegram

https://replug.link/f0db2090 https://replug.link/76988140 https://replug.link/a349b480https://replug.link/0666f200https://replug.link/da951640https://replug.link/bcfa3f70https://replug.link/5e967080https://replug.link/3b460e90
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4. DISCLAIMER

Risk of changes in Spanish or European legislation.

The Tokens have been issued in accordance with the Spanish legislation in force at the date of the first 

WhitePaper (July 2017). The impact of any possible judicial resolution or of any possible change in Spani-

sh legislation or administrative practices can not be guaranteed after the date of the first WhitePaper 

(July 2017), and any of these changes may significantly impair the price or capacity of the use of the 

tokens affected by these circumstances.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is necessary to point out that, at the date of the first WhitePaper (July 

2017), although both the CNMV and the different European regulatory bodies had issued opinions and / 

or recommendations regarding the legal concept of token, as well as Potential regulation of these and of 

the Initial Coin Offerings,  when the ICO was launched, no national regulation or specific and harmonized 

regulatory framework at European level on the tokens, its different typology, or the Initial Offers of Curren-

cy (Initial Coin Offerings), existed. 

The PYLON team, however, has made every effort to align itself with the criteria established in the CNMV 

press release of February  8, 2018 and February 20 of the same year, on "warning of the risks of the so-ca-

lled "ICOS" https://www.cnmv.es/portal/verDoc.axd?t={d1d37c47-84fd-4a9b-8251-3186085e0c86} 

http://cnmv.es/docportal/Legislacion/FAQ/QAsFinTech.pdf 

http://cnmv.es/DocPortal/Fintech/CriteriosICOs.pdf 

Risk of illiquidity and \ or lack of representation in the market.

It is possible that a trading market will not be established in relation to the Tokens at the time of issuance. 

If a trading market is not developed or is not maintained, the market price and the liquidity of the tokens 

could be adversely affected. When a market develops, it may not be highly liquid. Therefore, it is possible 

that investors can not sell their Tokens at a specific time or at favorable prices.

Risk of abrupt change in the valuation of tokens due to changes in the market.

The investor's tokens will initially be set at a price in euros. Once the token is issued, it will be offered in 

markets to different currencies such as euro, ether, bitcoin, etc. However, once the tokens are available in 

the market, there may be large fluctuations in the price for a large number of reasons beyond the com-

petencies of HORIZON PROYECTOS ENERGÉTICOS S.L, among which may be:

- Low valuation of the main currency of the platform used for the token, which can have a "drag" effect to 

the tokens issued in it.

- Generalized bearishness of the market where the value of the token can be influenced by this negative 

market sentiment, even if the company and the project evolve fulfilling objectives.

Risk of loss of tokens by its owner or a third party

There are a variety of circumstances that can cause the total or partial loss of the tokens once they are 

handed over to their owner and over which PYLON has no control, the following list being not exhaustive:

-The mistake of the owner of the tokens when supplying PYLON with a shipping address, resulting in that 

they are sent to an address that the owner cannot access.

-The loss of private keys and \ or seed and \ or password and \ or electronic device that gives access to 

tokens by its owner 

-The use of a hosting or custody service (including exchange) by the owner that is not trustworthy, does 

not work properly, is stolen or represents a scam structure in itself and does not return the tokens to its 

owner once he claims them.

5. RELEVANT RESOURCES 

Website: https://replug.link/3b460e90 

Github: https://replug.link/6a6e5450

Pylon Blockchain Explorer: https://replug.link/1cdb2d30

Blog: https://replug.link/a1452850

PYLON NETWORK COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Twitter: https://replug.link/5e967080

LinkedIn: https://replug.link/76988140

Facebook: https://replug.link/a349b480

Medium: https://replug.link/bcfa3f70

Youtube: https://replug.link/0666f200

Telegram: https://replug.link/26c8e320

https://www.cnmv.es/portal/verDoc.axd?t=%7Bd1d37c47-84fd-4a9b-8251-3186085e0c86%7D

http://cnmv.es/docportal/Legislacion/FAQ/QAsFinTech.pdf

https://www.cnmv.es/portal/verDoc.axd?t=%7Bd1d37c47-84fd-4a9b-8251-3186085e0c86%7D
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Risk of loss of tokens by its owner or a third party

There are a variety of circumstances that can cause the total or partial loss of the tokens once they are 

handed over to their owner and over which PYLON has no control, the following list being not exhaustive:

-The mistake of the owner of the tokens when supplying PYLON with a shipping address, resulting in that 

they are sent to an address that the owner cannot access.

-The loss of private keys and \ or seed and \ or password and \ or electronic device that gives access to 

tokens by its owner 

-The use of a hosting or custody service (including exchange) by the owner that is not trustworthy, does 

not work properly, is stolen or represents a scam structure in itself and does not return the tokens to its 

owner once he claims them.

5. RELEVANT RESOURCES 

Website: https://replug.link/3b460e90 

Github: https://replug.link/6a6e5450

Pylon Blockchain Explorer: https://replug.link/1cdb2d30

Blog: https://replug.link/a1452850

PYLON NETWORK COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Twitter: https://replug.link/5e967080

LinkedIn: https://replug.link/76988140

Facebook: https://replug.link/a349b480

Medium: https://replug.link/bcfa3f70

Youtube: https://replug.link/0666f200

Telegram: https://replug.link/26c8e320

https://pylon-network.org/

https://github.com/klenergy/pyloncoin
https://chain.pylon-network.org/

https://pylon-network.org/blog

https://twitter.com/pylon_network

https://www.linkedin.com/company/pylonnetwork

https://www.facebook.com/pylonnetworkofficial/

https://medium.com/@pylonnetwork 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZY7CDvy69-

VrsrBniETH9Sw

 https://t.me/pylonnetworkofficialtelegram


